Choose the correct option to fill the gap provided.

Each other  One another

Q1. My mother and I looked at ____________________ in surprise.

Q2. The six friends buy ____________________ drinks from time to time.

Q3. “We need to stop going to war against ____________________,” the NATO delegates agreed.

Q4. The effects of the coffee and the beer cancel ____________________ out.

Q5 Albert and Sally never agree with ____________________.

Q6. I love you! You love me! We love ____________________.

Q7. The rest of the people in my mathematics class copy from ____________________ during the exam.

Q8. “If we don’t help ____________________ every now and again, we won’t survive,” Jackson said to Jeffrey.

Q9. The best club teams in Europe play football against ____________________.

Q10. The company employees send ____________________ emails to communicate.
ANSWERS

A1. My mother and I looked at each other in surprise.

A2. The six friends buy one another drinks from time to time.

A3. "We need to stop going to war against one another," the NATO delegates agreed.

A4. The effects of the coffee and the beer cancel each other out.

A5. Albert and Sally never agree with each other.

A6. I love you! You love me! We love each other.

A7. The rest of the people in my mathematics class copy from one another during the exam.

A8. "If we don’t help each other every now and again, we won’t survive," Jackson said to Jeffrey.

A9. The best club teams in Europe play football against one another.

A10. The company employees send one another emails to communicate.